Container List

Shuster Collection

Series II: Conferences

Box 1C

FF1 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Presentations Prior to Election to Congress -- 1969-2972
FF2 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- The Managerial Revolution -- Circa 1970
FF3 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- Everett Traffic Volume -- 1972
FF4 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1973 -- Folder 1
FF5 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1973 -- Folder 2
FF6 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1973 -- Folder 3
FF7 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings -- 1973
FF8 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings -- 1974
FF9 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1975 -- Folder 1
FF10 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1975 -- Folder 2
FF11 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1975 -- Folder 3
FF12 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- Lake Raystown -- 1972-1975
FF13 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1976 -- Folder 1
FF14 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1976 -- Folder 2
FF15 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Events and Speeches -- 1976
FF16 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- List -- Salute to Shuster Reception/Dinner [Bedford, Blair County] -- 1976
FF17 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- List -- Salute to Shuster Reception/Dinner [Cumberland, Franklin, Fulton, Huntingdon, Juniata, Mifflin, Perry, Snyder] -- 1976
**Series II: Conferences**

**Box 2C**

FF1 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Outline -- Central Pennsylvania Transportation Day [Discussion of Improvements] -- 1976

FF2 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Correspondence -- Salute to Shuster Reception/Dinner [Various Yes and No to Attendance] -- 1976

FF3 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1977 -- Folder 1

FF4 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1977 -- Folder 2

FF5 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1977 -- Folder 3

FF6 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Speech -- Highway Committee of the Greater Johnstown Chamber of Commerce -- 1977

FF7 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings -- 1977

FF8 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1978 -- Folder 1

FF9 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1978 -- Folder 2

FF10 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1978 -- Folder 3

FF11 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1978 -- Folder 4

FF12 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1978 -- Folder 5

FF13 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1978 -- Folder 6

FF14 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1978 -- Folder 7

FF15 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Correspondences -- Paris Trip, Seventh International Conferences on Experimental Safety Vehicles -- 1979

FF16 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1979 -- Folder 1

FF17 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1979 -- Folder 2

FF18 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1980 -- Folder 1

FF19 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1980 -- Folder 2

**Series II: Conferences**

**Box 3C**

FF1 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1980

FF2 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1981 -- Folder 1
FF3 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1981 -- Folder 2
FF4 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1981 -- Folder 3
FF5 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1981 -- Folder 4
FF6 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1981 -- Folder 5
FF7 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1981 -- Folder 6
FF8 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Adopt-A-Horse Meetings -- Correspondence -- 1982
FF9 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- Highway Bill -- 1982
FF10 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1982 -- Folder 1
FF11 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1982 -- Folder 2
FF12 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1982 -- Folder 3
FF13 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1982 -- Folder 4
FF14 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1982 -- Folder 5

**Series II: Conferences**

**Box 4C**

FF1 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1982 -- Folder 6
FF2 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1982 -- Folder 7
FF3 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1982 -- Folder 8
FF4 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1982 -- Folder 9
FF5 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Shuster -- 1982
FF6 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1983 -- Folder 1
FF7 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1983 -- Folder 2
FF8 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1983 -- Folder 3
FF9 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1983 -- Folder 4
FF10 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 1
FF11 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 2
FF12 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 3
FF13 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 4
FF14 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 5

Series II: Conferences

Box 5C

FF1 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 6
FF2 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 7
FF3 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 8
FF4 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 9
FF5 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 10
FF6 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 11
FF7 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 12
FF8 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 13
FF9 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 14
FF10 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 15
FF11 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 16
FF12 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 17
FF13 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1984 -- Folder 18

Series II: Conferences

Box 6C

FF1 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Report -- American Public Transit Association, Legislative Conferences -- 1985

FF2 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Overview -- American Road and Transportation Builders Association Conference -- ND [c1985]

FF3 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Overview -- American Public Transit Association -- 1985

FF4 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Fact Sheet -- Associated General Contractors, Highway -- 1985

FF5 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Memorandum -- American Traffic Safety Services Association, Meeting -- 1985

FF6 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Memorandum -- Truck Caucus Reception, Trucking Reception Honoring Shuster -- 1985
FF7 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Itinerary -- Route 220 Revitalization, Dedication [Information on Route 220 Project] -- 1985

FF8 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Memorandum -- 55MPH Coalition, [Support Information on Speed Limit Retention] -- 1985


FF10 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meeting and Reports -- 1985 -- Folder 1

FF11 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Reports -- 1985 -- Folder 2

FF12 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1985 -- Folder 1

FF13 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1985 -- Folder 2

FF14 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1985 -- Folder 3

FF15 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1985 -- Folder 4

FF16 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1985 -- Folder 5

FF17 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Fact Sheet -- Urban Mass Transportation Act Grant Award, Mifflin-Juniata Area Agency on Aging -- c1985


FF19 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- American Road and Transportation Builders Association Convention --1986

FF20 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Report -- Outdoor Advertising Association of America, [Road Signs] -- 1986


FF23 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Report -- Eno Foundation, 1 [Transportation Improvement], Speech -- 1986


Series II: Conferences

Box 7C


FF3 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Report -- Altoona Transit Center Dedication -- 1986

FF4 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Report -- Highway Users Meeting, Associated General Contractors -- 1986


FF6 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Report -- American Transportation Advisory Council, Meeting -- 1986


FF8 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Report -- American Trucking Association, Agenda -- 1986

FF9 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Papers -- 1986

FF10 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1986 -- Folder 1

FF11 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1986 -- Folder 2

FF12 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1986 -- Folder 3

FF13 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Conferences -- 1986


FF16 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Report -- Outdoor Advertising Association of America -- 1987

FF17 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Report -- American Public Transit Association Legislative Conference -- 1987

FF18 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Memorandum -- Associated General Contractors of America, Legislation -- 1987


Series II: Conferences

Box 8C

FF1 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1987 -- Folder 6
FF2 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1987 -- Folder 7
FF3 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1988 -- Folder 1
FF4 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1988 -- Folder 2
FF5 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1988 -- Folder 3
FF6 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1988 -- Folder 4
FF7 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1988 -- Folder 5
FF8 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1988 -- Folder 6
FF9 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1988 -- Folder 7
FF10 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1988 -- Folder 8
FF11 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings -- 1989 -- Folder 1
FF12 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings -- 1989 -- Folder 2
FF13 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1989 -- Folder 1
FF14 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1989 -- Folder 2

Series II: Conferences

Box 9C

FF1 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1989 -- Folder 3
FF2 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1989 -- Folder 4
FF3 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1990 -- Folder 1
FF4 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1990 -- Folder 2
FF5 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1990 -- Folder 3
FF6 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1990 -- Folder 4
FF7 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1991 -- Folder 1
FF8 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1991 -- Folder 2
FF9 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Memorandum -- Shuster Committee Trip [Europe Visit] -- 1992
FF10 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1992 -- Folder 1
FF11 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1992 -- Folder 2
FF12 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Talking Points -- Briefing Papers for Princeton Retreat [Congress of Tomorrow] -- 1993
FF13 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1993 -- Folder 1
FF14 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1993 -- Folder 2
FF15 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1993 -- Folder 3
FF16 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1993 -- Folder 4
FF17 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1993 -- Folder 5

Series II: Conferences

Box 10C

FF1 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1994 -- Folder 1
FF2 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1994 -- Folder 2
FF3 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1994 -- Folder 3
FF4 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1994 -- Folder 4
FF5 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1994 -- Folder 5
FF6 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Declined Invitations, March -- 1995
FF7 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Accepted Invitations, March -- 1995
FF8 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Attended and Declined Invitations, January -- 1995
FF9 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Accepted and Declined Invitations, February -- 1995
FF10 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1995 -- Folder 1
FF11 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1995 -- Folder 2
FF12 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1995 -- Folder 3
FF13 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1995 -- Folder 4
FF14 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1995 -- Folder 5
FF15 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1995 -- Folder 6

Series II: Conferences

Box 11C

FF1 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Declined Invitations, April -- 1996
FF2 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Accepted Invitations, April -- 1996
FF3 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Declined Invitations, May -- 1996
FF4 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Accepted Invitations, May -- 1996
FF5 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Declined Invitations, June -- 1996 -- Folder 1
FF6 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Declined Invitations, June -- 1996 -- Folder 2
FF7 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Declined Invitations, July-December -- 1996
FF8 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1996 -- Folder 1
FF9 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1996 -- Folder 2
FF10 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1996 -- Folder 3
FF11 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1996 -- Folder 4
FF12 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1997 -- Folder 1
FF13 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1997 -- Folder 2
FF14 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1997 -- Folder 3
FF15 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1997 -- Folder 4
FF16 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 1998
FF17 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Presentation -- Guest Chaplain, Saint Francis College -- 2000
FF19 -- Shuster -- Conferences -- Meetings and Speeches -- 2000